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PRESS RELEASE 
Brussels, 17 May 2006 Ref : CRPMCOM060032 

THE CLEMENCEAU HAS ARRIVED! 
 

The arrival of the decommissioned French aircraft carrier Clémenceau in Brest, after a chaotic five-month 
voyage from Toulon via the Suez Canal, India (where it was to be dismantled) and the Cape of Good Hope, 
once again shows that the solution to such a problem needs to be addressed at EU level rather than national 
level, by setting up a European ship dismantling industry benefiting from EU support.  
 
The Clémenceau docked in Brest (its former home port) carrying 500 – 1,000 tonnes of asbestos, according to 
the ecologist organisation Greenpeace, although the French Ministry of Defence estimates that only 46 
tonnes remain on board. Aside from the quantity of asbestos transported, the issue remains that with a 
growing number of ships in their fleet reaching the end of their life, EU Member States face the tricky 
question of how to dispose of these vessels in compliance with environmental standards, while at the same 
time bearing the high cost of this kind of operation. 
 
The Conference of Peripheral Maritime Regions of Europe (CPMR) tabled a position on this problem at its 
Political Bureau meeting in Malta, where it strongly attacked the solutions that have been used to date: 
“Exporting vessels in their current state to third countries,” stated Jean-Yves Le Drian, President of Brittany 
Regional Council and Vice President of CPMR, “is unacceptable with regard to these countries and illegal under 
international law which bans the export to third countries of EU waste of an extremely hazardous nature. Scuttling, i.e. 
the deliberate sinking of a vessel at sea, is somewhat questionable insofar as sea beds are not dustbins, and fails to fit in 
with the image of the European Union as a custodian of the environmental heritage of the planet... Dismantling them 
on our continent is finally the only plausible solution, provided that it is upheld by all Member States owing to the fact 
that the high costs are difficult to bear by a single country.” 
 
“Our organisation has long been campaigning for a European ship dismantling industry,” continued Jean-Yves 
Le Drian speaking on behalf of the CPMR’s member Regions, “and at our last Political Bureau meeting, we asked 
the Commission to look at the possibility of setting up a European ship dismantling sector benefiting from EU support 
as part of the actions to be taken following the publication of the Green Paper on maritime policy, due out on 7 June. 
 
For the CPMR, a maritime policy cannot afford to ignore this problem. The fact that the Clémenceau has 
affected the coasts of Europe just a few weeks before the publication of the Green Paper should give Member 
States something to think about and should not hold them back from introducing real measures that may 
seem ambitious, but which now - more than ever - are altogether necessary. 
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